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these opinions tend to vary somewhat by faction (hostile aliens, alliance defenders, and the autobots
vs. decepticons) with some factions having less of a problem with them. enemy factions are
potentially more helpful for keeping yourself together but can also cause issues when things go
wrong. every faction provides a different type of threat; losing a squad can be devastating in one
faction and totally fruitless in another. a shortcoming of the latter is if your enemy is reluctant to
engage you, you could be sitting at high-alert (possibly actively begging for a fight) for days waiting
for them to make a mistake. the game has what's called a "sci-fi highlighting system". in which, if
the high ground is warded and the player is positioned near it. in order to get to them, the player can
use an instant "rewind of 20 seconds" effect to stop time, run up to the warded point, wait five
seconds, and then run back down the slope to the point at which they had just stopped time. the
effect resets if the character loses his position in the warded area. this system was introduced in the
highly violent environment of the first need for speed. the player had the ability to slow the game
down to resemble real-life while driving, running, jumping, and so on. this was a game mechanic
introduced by criterion games where they wanted players to feel like they were actually in the cars.
a great mechanic for real-life is real-time but the system is less-than-optimal in a game due to the
fact that you could conceivably break your controller as well as kill you. the torpedo technology had
continued improving. in wwii, you could get torpedoes that would cut through a thin metal section of
ship at a range of 200 to 400 ft. in wwii, these were called "fish", which was also the nickname of the
new version. they were accompanied by a new weapon, the depth charge, which was dropped ahead
of the fish and exploded when it hit the water, which caused huge damage to a ship if set off at the
right depth. in wwii, the depth charge was still cumbersome, and was rarely used, the fish's "stinger"
was more accurate, it was faster and it was shorter, meaning it could be fired at a shorter distance
before having to reload and still hit the target. however, it was still too long.
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theres little real point in
trying to adjust the
formula to getting the
best of all three cars
given that theres only so
much room to make
each one better at the
things its really good at.
rebalance doesnt mean
balance, so "adjusting
the formula" to get more
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of the best car for each
map means that one car
will inevitably beat the
other two in the things
its less good at. there
are still places where
youll want one car more
than the other, however.
the car is generally
faster in open country,
with the added
advantage of a rough
ride. it will win most
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chases, and will be much
more comfortable on
rainy days. its also much
more preferable to buy
and drive. you can get
one of each car for 3
credits, but theyre only
worth about 1 if youre
not actively invested in
the game. the muscle
car looks good, but its
only real advantage is in
forested areas where the
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bumpers only get
banged up so much which is more of a fluff
advantage that allows
you to run over trees
that are likely to be
there anyway. the street
racer is fun and tough,
but only serves as a
novelty in the early
game. its most effective
use is in the second half,
when it becomes so
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much faster than the
other two that it pulls off
all the harder races even
though it never really
changes. its also a lot
more expensive than the
other two cars. the
"local" underground
races are actually plotrelevant events that are
necessary to get through
the game as an npc.
they are extremely rare,
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however, and theres a
very good chance that
youll never see one.
these are things only
gurus will know, and
what they are depends
on the map. i wont list
them here. here is a list
of what ive beaten, and
the map they occur in.
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